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Introduction

The presence of emotional comorbidity including depression seems to interfere with, or otherwise delay
appropriate treatment in the presumptively psychiatric patient with occult variants of epilepsy . This can happen
even in the presence of interictal spike discharges and / or other general nonspecific EEG findings which, in the
absence of overt convulsions, seem to be underappreciated or considered as being of no clinical significance
Functional imaging using High Definition Brain SPECT has benefited from improved image processing
software and display capabilities. This has added to the clarity of mapping the relative perfusion disturbances
occurring in Neuropsychiatric disorders. We have thus evaluated the contribution of semi-quantitative Brain
SPECT as an adjuvant diagnostic modality in non-convulsive epilepsy with comorbid mental disorders , and in
some cases for its longitudinal follow-up.
Material and Methods
The acquisition was done with a Prism 3000XP triple head gamma camera(1) with ultra high resolution fan beam
collimators and 99mTc_HMPAO in doses adjusted for patient weight . The processing is based on reconstruction,
filtering, reorientation and attenuation correction, leading to the three standard orthogonal cuts (based on the longest
anterior–posterior axis of the brain). In addition a fourth axial display is obtained along the temporal axis. Following
transfer to a special work station(2), the slices are displayed with a discrete color code of 21 shades and a threshold of
40%(3). Multiple thresholded volume displays at 55, 65, 85, and 90%, respectively, are then obtained. In addition each
study is processed via the automatic “Neurostat”(4) algorithm (Minoshima et al., 1992) which displays 8 surface views,
after normalization to the Talairach space. To simplify the presentation and discussion of cases, a summary 2 line display,
which includes the key images, is generated for each case.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(1) Phillips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA
(2) Segami Corp., Baltimore, MD
(3) Pavel D, Jobe T, Devore-Best S, G.Davis, P.Epstein, S. Sinha, R. Kohn, I Craita, P.Liu, Y.Chang. Viewing the functional consequences of traumatic brain injury by using
brain SPECT. Brain & Cognition, 2006; 60(2); 211-13.
(4) Minoshima S., et.al., An automated method for Rotational Correction and Centering of Three-dimensional Functional Brain Images, J. Nucl. Med. 1992; 33: 1579-1585
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Case 80618D

•History: 10y.o F. Adopted at birth. Birth mother bipolar? (on Prozac during pregnancy) Referred for continuing
behavioral problems. Major impulse control problems. Mood swings, learning difficulties, anxiety & attention
difficulties forced her to be switched from school to home schooling. In public appears meek but at home :
aggressive with 4 siblings, rage episodes, manic and with herself (self cut her long hair). Episodes of absences,
overlooked.
•EEG : some abnormality suggesting mental sub-normality (high amplitude lasting spindles).
•Dx before SPECT: ADHD with comorbidity .
•Rx before SPECT: none
•SPECT findings: Focal extreme hyperperfusion in L frontal pole & in anterior cingulate g. Focal marked
increase in: R frontal pole & in other areas in the frontal, parietal & lateral temporal-s .
•Dx post SPECT: limbic epilepsy (based on the focal hyperperfusion in the anterior cingulate gyrus and
subsequently confirmed ), coupled with early bipolar disorder
•Rx post SPECT : mood stabilizer / antiepileptic Rx : Depakote initially > side effects . Changed to Lamictal
(which subsequently was found out, had worked for natural mother as well). Later added Xanax and a newer
antipsychotic (Invega). Also undergoes Neuro-feedback treatment.
•Follow-up at 4 months : much better on Lamictal (same as mother !) . Was able to go back to school.
•Comments: This case illustrates the psychiatric health problems of adopted children with birth parents having
psychiatric conditions and taking medication during pregnancy , as well as the importance of details
concerning the medical condition and Rx of birth parents. Brain SPECT helped determine the course of
treatment and then stay the course, when the first AED induced side effects .

Case 00120 B.

• History:14 y.o. Abused at age 4. Depression since 5y.o. No treatment except talk therapy. Parents divorced. At 7 y moved
to new city restarted talk therapy and did well. Two years ago -prepuberty- anxiety started & depression & suicidal
ideation . Insomnia & bad nightmares. Became v. insecure, despite A grades in school and being well liked socially;
worried about her future, and about lack of boyfriend . One y. ago multiple GI complaints ( cramping, nausea, pressure).
Family history of significant neuropsychiatric conditions.
• Dx. before SPECT: anxiety, depression
• Rx before SPECT : Zoloft
• Brain SPECT:
- Increases: R superior frontal extreme focus + multiple other areas of marked hyperperfusion in both hemispheres , in
anterior cingulate (including subgenual aspect ) , R insula and in cerebellum;
- Decreases: slight / moderate in mesial temporal-s.
• Dx. post SPECT: episodic events (non-convulsive epilepsy); early bipolar disorder
• Rx. : Lamictal (lamotrigene) & subsequently Pexeva (paroxetine).
• Followup: improvement started at 2-3 weeks . 7 mo later huge difference: no anxiety, sleeps well, GI symptoms
disappeared, loves school, is enjoying a challenge in sport she would have never even considered before.
• Observation: The multiple areas of marked hyperperfusion pointed out to the need for AED medication and subsequent
anxiolytic Rx.
Case #2

Results

• Population : 32 cases (ages: 10-59.) with symptom duration of 1 – several years. None of them
had previously been treated with AED-s. Among significant comorbidities, in addition to
depression, were one or more of : anxiety, learning, memory, cognitive impairments, TBI or
substance abuse induced symptoms and sleep disorders.
• On the SPECT display the presence of hyper or hypoperfusion was evaluated in the
hemispheres (global or focal), as well as in several subcortical structures . There were multiple
combinations of such findings but the common denominator was the presence of one or, more
often, of multiple localized areas of marked and / or extreme hyperperfusion. This in turn
contributed to the choice of treatment which started with or added AED-s to previous
medication and, subsequently, continued with dose adjustments and additions or changes in
medications and/or other techniques such as rTMS, Neurofeedback, CBT, etc. In 92 % of cases
the features detected on Brain SPECT provided a rationale for the clinical manifestations,
contributed to the therapeutic strategy and provided an explanation for past medication failures.
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Conclusions

Case 61204 L.

• History: 47 y.o. Anxiety. Depression with mood swings. Treated for a long time by another psychiatrist , lately with
Celexa. Came for second opinion . Is a "genius" has generated his own religion synthesis book from all main world
religions.
• Rx before SPECT: Celexa
• Brain SPECT:
- Increases: Extreme focal hyperperfusion in the posterior cingulate gyrus. Marked increase in the anterior cingulate.
Moderate localized increase in the R lateral temporal.
- Decreases: slight decrease in the L mesial temporal .
• Dx post SPECT: limbic seizures (based on his preoccupations and confirmed by the focal hyperfunctionalites seen on
Brain SPECT. (mostly in the cingulate gyrus )
• Rx. Post SPECT: recommended Lamictal & replacing Celexa with Effexor
• Followup : following recommended treatment is much better
• Observation : Brain SPECT indicated the need for AED medication which ultimately lead to significant improvement.

1) Brain SPECT provides a snapshot of the functional status of the Brain (gray matter), at a
specific time.
2) In Children, Adolescents and Adults with Non Convulsive epilepsy + Comorbidity,
imaging with Brain SPECT enables a unique functional insight.
3) It does this by providing a rich set of features indicating the location , extent and
amplitude of areas of hyper or hypo activity on the brain’s functional 3D map.
4) This, in turn, supports the clinical decision making, and /or provides staging of the
disorder and enables the tailoring of the treatment strategy to a particular patient.
5) There is also increasing evidence that Brain SPECT shortens the work up duration,
especially in patients with comorbidity where the treatment with AED-s was not
previously contemplated.
6) A properly done Brain SPECT is a simple , clear, and clinically relevant adjuvant
diagnostic modality, which is very helpful in the evaluation and treatment of patients
with occult epilepsy variants, which are comorbid to emotional or cognitive illness. It is
comparatively inexpensive and has allowed a substantial recovery in cases previously
resistant to treatment .
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